
 

Brockhurst Capital Partners is an entrepreneurial group of
investors focused on acquiring and operating a great elevator
maintenance company. 
 
This executive summary is designed to share industry analysis
and growth strategies with business leaders on the front lines. 
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Kush Patel of IBISWorld estimates the cost of labor is expected to rise

and company owners will need to continue working to find fair

methods for compensating workers with competitive pay rates and

benefits. The industry is projected to employ over 118,000 workers in

2025. Products and services in the industry will largely consist of

elevator installation and maintenance, escalator installation and

maintenance, and millwright/machine rigging work.

 

 

Elevator Maintenance and service industry is expected to

grow by 2.4% over the next five years.

Employment increase in this industry is estimated at 2.2%

increase over the next five years.

Executives and analysts report profit margins up to 25%.

Industry Outlook
Steady growth into 2025
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https://www.ibisworld.com/united-states/market-research-reports/elevator-installation-service-industry/


Operators in this space contend with increasing industry competition,

rises in worker wages, and an industry moving in line with the United

States economic growth. Building and maintaining client

relationships, implementing strategic organic growth structures, 

 winning new contracts, and quickly adapting to new technology are

earmarked as key factors of long-term success in the industry.
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Industry Outlook
Steady growth into 2025
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 Recent research from McKinsey & Company suggests that there are

three main strategies for promoting organic growth in your company:

investing, creating, and performing. While most companies in the

survey tended to focus on only one of these strategies, businesses

pursuing multiple strategies at a time demonstrated the most growth.

Organizational culture & mind-sets, branding, allocation of

resources, and customer experience were the top four capabilities for

companies focused on investing and performing. For companies

focused on creating, customer experience was replaced with

developing products/services while the other three capabilities

remained the same. Additionally, top-growth firms also had structures

in place to provide metrics for the analysis of growth initiatives. The

remainder of this white paper shares resources for leveraging or

building strength in each of these areas.

Organic Growth Structures

Patel, K. (2020, April). Elevator Installation & Services  in the US. IBISWorld Industry Report 23829. Retrieved from
IBISWorld database.

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/marketing-and-sales/our-insights/mastering-three-strategies-of-organic-growth


Investing
Leveraging existing products & services

The elevator maintenance industry relies on creating and sourcing strong

contracts. However, this is also one of the most frustrating processes for

elevator maintenance companies and potential clients alike. Elevator

contracts can be confusing and lengthy ,  often reaching dozens of pages

in length. There are times where clients can find contracts so complex

that they are willing to spend tens of thousands of dollars on elevator

consultants to review the documents for them in order to make sure they

are getting a fair deal. Our legal team at Brockhurst is experienced in

creating revenue generating win-win contracts and is happy to help your

firm, should you be interested. Many elevator maintenance providers

understand when to offer a full-service contract, partial service contract,

or oil & grease contract. In addition, highlighting key parts of your

services or incorporating contract modifiers can help create a lucrative

agreement that is also highly beneficial to the client. This client-facing

article from Elevator Lab gives an idea of typical client considerations

during contract discussions. 

 

Beneficial contract modifiers include:
 

Stored Parts on Site

When clients rely on a functioning elevator, stocking parts on-site can

expedite repair processes.

 

24 Hour Emergency Service Requests via Emergency Phone

ASME Code requires a telephone which can connect to 24/7 answering

services to be installed in an elevator car. This is one of the most

common inspection violations, so explicitly communicating the reliability

of your service in this capacity will be valuable to clients.

 

Remote Monitoring + Data and Records

Offering a digital platform providing clients with live notifications on

repairs will likely increase clients’ satisfaction with the repair process and

presents an upsell opportunity.
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https://www.elevatorlab.com/blog/10-tips-elevator-maintenance-contracts#:~:text=Look%20out%20for%20opportunities%2C%20big,negotiate%20a%20%E2%80%9Cbulk%E2%80%9D%20price.


The Internet of Things

Creating
New products, services, business models

The Internet of Things (IoT) has allowed for the effective

manipulation and use of big data  across a myriad of industries.

However, IoT has yet to make its mark in the Elevator Maintenance

space. The technology allows for predictive maintenance insights ,

real-time equipment health information ,  and further ensures the

safety of passengers .  

 

With IoT, connected elevators transmit data in real time to a cloud

platform and an algorithm calculates the remaining lifetime of key

systems and components in each elevator. The elevators of the future

will be serviced in a highly efficient matter utilizing IoT systems,

allowing industry operators to provide service proactively and

strengthen customer relationships. Large service providers Otis and

ThyssenKrupp have recently unveiled IoT-enabled sensor systems

they plan to integrate across their business units. In addition, they are

leveraging Microsoft Azure and Amazon Alexa capabilities into their

service offerings. 

 

There is no asset more valuable than time. A Columbia study found

that in 2010 alone, New York City office workers spent a cumulative

16.6 years waiting for elevators. As of 2015, there were twelve million

elevators worldwide, moving 1 billion people each day, with 190

million hours (12 centuries) of elevator unavailability due to service

interventions. IoT seeks to significantly improve these statistics, fuel

efficiency, and boost productivity.

 

With backgrounds in software engineering and the profitable

application of technology, Brockhurst is happy to discuss how IoT can  

help boost your profitability today.
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https://www.otis.com/en/us/about/news-and-media/press-releases/otis_launches_otis_one_iot_service_solution_worlds_largest_elevator_service_network.aspx
https://www.propmodo.com/iot-connected-elevators-may-save-office-workers-years-of-waiting/


COVID-19 Adaptations

Creating

The COVID-19 pandemic has made users understandably wary about

reentering the enclosed space of an elevator; a concern that new

pandemic-proof technologies for elevators seek to mitigate. 

 

A recent model of a hypothetical elevator ride showed that viral

droplets can linger in the air well after an infected person exists, and

that building managers and health experts have charted new codes of

elevator etiquette and hygiene (Bloomberg). These codes may include

stickers, such as those installed in elevators at an IKEA store in Berlin,

indicating where passengers should stand. Health experts also

recommend that users face the wall and carry toothpicks to avoid

contact with buttons. 

 

However, elevator manufacturers are also offering technological

solutions, including kick buttons, ventilation units, and UV

disinfection systems  (Bloomberg). Using destination dispatching ,

employees communicate their elevator destination by swiping a key

card at a turnstile. This technology has seen a surge of interest due to

the touchless control  — and during the pandemic, elevators have

been reprogrammed to limit the weight load to a smaller number of

passengers (NPR). 

 

Coordinating pandemic measures in existing and new elevators could

prove to be profitable as the population density of residential or

commercial buildings provides incentive for building managers to

implement digital upgrades for existing elevators. Brand-new

businesses designed to make elevators safer are emerging, and

elevator maintenance companies will likely benefit from coordinating

with these companies to upgrade existing systems, or adapting current

services to fill this niche. As a technology-oriented firm, Brockhurst is

uniquely situated to help expand your company’s capacity to provide

these COVID-related upgrade services.

New products, services, business models
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https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-21/the-fate-of-elevators-in-the-post-pandemic-city
https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2020/06/08/869595720/the-office-elevator-in-covid-times-experts-weigh-in-on-safer-ups-and-downs


Service Management Software

Performing 
Measuring outcomes leads to a more calibrated
performace

It's no secret that there can be competition to win elevator service

contracts. One of the ways that providers can differentiate themselves

from the competition is by utilizing software management and

service capabilities .

 

Implementing service management systems helps industry operators

reduce labor costs  by increasing employee productivity via

automated scheduling  and vehicle tracking  and reduce cost per work

orders. Service management software can provide employees real-

time data so they can prepare in advance and arrive fully prepared to

solve the problem, also reducing elevator down time.

 

The effective application of workforce, customer, and workflow

management software can help you service more clients faster and

with better service. Many mid-size companies are incorporating

software into their business models to increase efficiency and

optimize productivity. As more firms make this adjustment, those

who do not will struggle to compete with their progressive

counterparts and the larger players in this space.

 

The partners at Brockhurst seek to acquire and operate one strong,

forward-thinking elevator maintenance company. We are excited to

apply our hard work, engineering, and management expertise to grow

an elevator maintenance firm. If an acquisition or partnership might

make sense for your personal and professional plans, we'd love to

learn more.
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https://eflexs.com/en/
https://eflexs.com/en/


 
If you have considered selling your company, and care about a fair price as well as

who you are entrusting your legacy to, let's talk.
 

Brockhurst is run by a team of entrepreneurs looking to roll up our sleeves and
work hard in operating one great elevator service company. 

 
We will work with you to understand your goals and structure an exit plan to fully

exit immediately, transition out over time, and many options in between. Brockhurst
also offers help with tax strategy, wealth management post-liquidity, and more.

 
For a free consultation or to discuss a potential sale, contact:

 
Cayse Llorens 

Managing & Operating Partner
Cayse@brockhurstcapitalpartners.com | (844) 427-6254


